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a b s t r a c t 

Metallic mirrors exposed in TCV tokamak were cleaned by plasma in laboratory. A gold (Au) mirror was 

deposited with 185–285 nm of amorphous carbon (aC:D) film coming from the carbon tiles of TCV. An- 

other molybdenum (Mo) mirror had a thicker deposit due to a different location within the tokamak. 

The thickness measurements were carried out using ellipsometry and the reflectivity measurements per- 

formed by spectrophotometry revealed a decrease of the specular reflectivity in the entire range (250–

2500 nm) for the Mo mirror and specifically in the visible spectrum for the Au. Comparison of the simu- 

lated reflectivity using a refractive index of 1.5 and a Cauchy model for the aC:D gives good confidence on 

the estimated film thickness. Plasma cleaning using radio frequency directly applied to a metallic plate 

where the mirrors were fixed demonstrated the ability to remove the carbon deposits. A mixture of 50% 

hydrogen and 50% helium was used with a −200 V self-bias. Due to the low sputtering yield of He and 

the low chemical erosion of hydrogen leading to volatile molecules, 20 h of cleaning were needed for Au 

mirror and more than 60 h for Mo mirror. Recovery of the reflectivity was not complete for the Au mirror 

most likely due to damage of the surface during tokamak exposure (breakdown phenomena). 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

One of the most crucial elements of optical diagnostics systems

f ITER would be the so-called first mirrors (FMs), which will view

he ITER plasma directly and will direct the signals into an opti-

al labyrinth. Because of the different admixtures and ion fluxes at

arious locations of the machine, the mirrors will be subjected to

ild or severe erosion and/or deposition. Performances of first mir-

ors have been addressed in several tokamaks and laboratory ex-

osures [1] . Although passive mitigation techniques (specific duct

eometry, shutters in front of the mirror, etc.) are predicted to re-

uce the amount of material deposited on FMs, suitable in situ

leaning solutions will be required to recover the FMs reflectance

n ITER properly. Currently, plasma cleaning [2–4] and laser clean-

ng [5,6] or even combined [7] are considered the most promising

olutions. 

This work presents the results of plasma cleaning of two metal-

ic coated mirrors [8] used in Tokamak à Configuration Variable

TCV) [9] for CO 2 laser transmission for fluctuation measurements

sing interferometric techniques. Characterisations of the mirrors
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ere performed after TCV exposure, and the deposited carbon film

hickness was calculated by ellipsometry. RF plasma cleaning was

hen performed in laboratory leading to the recovery of the reflec-

ivity. 

. Experimental 

Two mirrors used in TCV tokamak for CO 2 laser transmission

or fluctuation measurements using the phase-contrast technique

10] ( Fig. 1 a) were used for plasma cleaning test in laboratory.

irrors were new and in a pristine state before exposure. These

at elliptical mirrors, with linear dimensions exceeding 100 mm,

ere made of fused silica coated with Mo or Au (10 0–20 0 nm) re-

ecting layers protected by a 10–20 nm SiO ( Fig. 1 b). Fig. 1 a) dis-

layed an extreme configuration for the photography but in re-

lity, the mirror assembly is recessed into the port at all times.

he Mo- or Au-coated mirrors were in the vessel for an estimated

6500 and ∼5500 plasma shots, respectively (average shot length

.7 s), and were also exposed to 5 min He glow discharges ( −500 V

C) performed routinely between plasma shots. The strategy for

hese mirrors was to keep the reflective coating electrically float-

ng, by leaving the clamping points uncoated to prevent ion bom-

ardment during glow discharge cleaning. This was the case for

he Mo mirror while unfortunately for the Au mirror the coating
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. a) Mo and Au mirrors mounted in TCV. The outermost tip of the Mo mirror generally sits just behind the level of the graphite tile surface. b) Image of the gold 

mirror, position of measurements on this mirror are in red and the film thickness calculated by ellipsometry is below. Position 5 is the closest point to the TCV plasma. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Calculated reflectivity using the Cauchy model and the reflectivity measured 

using a spectrophotometer for the Au mirror, at the positions displayed in Fig. 1 b). 

The X axis is on a log scale. 
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was still present below the clamp. The plasmas were fully ion-

ized, high-temperature (several keV) deuterium plasmas. The mir-

rors were well recessed not only outside of the region of closed

fluxed surfaces but also outside the surface of the plasma-facing

graphite tiles. Most of the bombardment during plasma shots can

be expected to come from charge-exchange neutrals escaping the

core, whereas during glow discharge, sputtering it is from acceler-

ated ions - but there is evidence to indicate that this is a minor ef-

fect. Plasma cleaning using radio frequency (RF 13.56 MHz) directly

applied to a metallic plate (RF capacitively coupled discharge) as

classically used by Moser et al. [3] on which the fused silica mir-

rors were fixed, were carried out using a mixture of 50% hydrogen

(H 2 ) and 50% helium (He) at 1 × 10 −2 mbar and 110 W leading to

−200 V self-bias. Due to the asymmetry between the powered and

grounded areas, a negative DC component (called self-bias) is cre-

ated on the electrode/mirror, accelerating the plasma ions towards

the mirror’s surface (H 

+ and/or He + ). As the fused silica mirror is

fixed on a metallic electrode and covers only 13% of its surface,

the self-bias displayed by the generator is assumed to be equal to

the self-bias of the insulating surface. No magnetic field was used

during plasma cleaning. Due to the low sputtering yield of He and

the low chemical erosion of hydrogen leading to volatile molecules,

20 h of cleaning were needed for the Au mirror and more than 60 h

for the Mo mirror. Taking into account the ionization potentials dif-

ference between H 2 and He, the He ion flux can be lower as the

H 2 one. 

Total and diffuse reflectivity measurements were carried out

with a Varian Cary 5 spectrophotometer equipped with an 110 mm

diameter integrating sphere under nearly normal incidence (3 °20 ̓)

in the wavelength range of 250–2500 nm. Spectroscopic ellipsome-

try measurements were done in variable angle configuration using

a Sentech 850 device at incident angles of 4 °, 55 and 65 ° for a

wavelength range of 30 0–230 0 nm. The morphology of the mirror

was investigated by top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

(Hitachi S-4800 field emission at 5 kV). 

3. Results 

As TCV was composed of graphite plasma-facing materials and

as deuterium was the main plasma fuel, we can assume that the
eposited layer was mainly composed of carbon and deuterium.

hemicals analyses of the surface using X-Ray Photoelectron Spec-

roscopy (not shown here) revealed only carbon and oxygen. The

ptical properties (refractive index n and extinction coefficient k)

f a-C:D film can be accurately described with a Cauchy relation

here n i , and k i are fitting parameters [11] . The films are consid-

red as homogeneously deposited on a semi-infinite substrate, and

he roughness of both the film and the substrate are neglected.

ilm thickness was calculated and displayed in Fig. 1 b), 100 nm

hickness difference is measured along the position to the plasma,

nd vertically no change appeared. The n (at 632.5 nm) varied from

.48 to 1.56 for all points and k was calculated to be zero. This

evealed a soft hydrocarbon film typical for mirrors exposed in

CV [12] and resembled T-10 tokamak (Kurchatov Institute) clean-

ng discharge films on mirrors [13] . The reflectivity calculated using

he model: air, our Cauchy film, SiO film (10 nm) and an Au layer

sing the Palik constant is plotted in Fig. 2 . In the same figure, the
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Fig. 3. a) and b) are optical images of the Au mirror after TCV exposure in the centre of the mirror. c) and d) are optical images of the Au mirror below the clamping part 

( Fig. 1 a). Below the clamp wide arcing trails are present and at the limit of the clamp typical breakdown phenomena are observed everywhere. 
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Fig. 4. The number of dots in a circle M(r) is plotted on a logarithmic scale as a 

function of the radius r box for the images shown in Fig. 3 . 
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eflectivity measured with the spectrophotometer for the same po-

ition is also plotted. The relatively good agreement between both

ethods validates our model with the calculated film thickness. 

Optical images were also recorded after TCV exposure and are

isplayed in Fig. 3 a) and b) for the Au mirror. The entire mirror

s covered with a network like structure damage. It is likely that

he damage was caused by serious breakdown phenomena occur-

ing on the surface. The trail bifurcated frequently and, in Fig. 3 b),

ommon electrical treeing phenomena can be identified. It is likely

hat melting/evaporation of the materials occurred and trails were

ormed while breakdown spots ran on the surface. On the dark

art of the trail, the Au layer is likely to have been fully removed,

hile on the bright part of the trail, only the insulating coating

nd part of Au layer were melted and removed. The observed trail

idth was ∼10 μm, which is consistent with the typical width of

rc trails [14] . In contrast with these short bifurcated trails, major

rc trails ( Fig. 3 c) were observed below the four clamps ( Fig. 1 a)

ajor arc trails ( Fig. 3 c) with a width of 60–100 μm. In this case,

he grounded clamp was directly on the mirror. As described in

chwirzke’s model [15] , a unipolar arc can be sustained by forming

 current loop locally. We can suppose that the arc trails shown in

ig. 3 a) and b) covering the entire mirror correspond to the ca-

hodic and Fig. 3 c) and d) locating below the clamps to anodic

ootprints. In Fig. 3 d) we identified an arc crater [15] . Moreover,

e cannot completely dismiss that traces overlapped from differ-

nt occasions. 

It is known that arc trails usually have fractal features [14] . To

easure the fractal dimension of the trail, a box counting method

as applied to the trail. In this approach [17] , the image ( Fig. 3 a)
as digitized first and then the number of black dots in a circle,

(r) , was counted for varying circle radius, r . Fig. 4 shows the

unction M(r) using the digitized image shown in the inset. It is

een that a power law relation between M(r) and r was identi-
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Fig. 5. a) Mo mirror after TCV exposure: the measurements positions on this mirror are in red and the film thickness calculated by ellipsometry is below, b) reflectivity 

measured by spectrophotometry and c) calculated by ellipsometry. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Optical image of the Au mirror after plasma cleaning. Specular and diffuse reflectivity of the Au mirror measured before and after plasma cleaning. Au reflectivity 

using Palik optical constant is plotted as reference. 
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Fig. 7. Optical images of the Mo mirror before plasma cleaning a), after 13h40 at −200 V b) and after 60h40. The last plasma cleaning was with −250 V bias. 

Fig. 8. Specular reflectivity of the Mo mirror measured before and after plasma cleaning. Mo reflectivity using Palik optical constant as well as the measured Mo pristine 

from the manufacturer are plotted as references. 
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ed on the scale from 1 to 500 μm. From the slope of the data,

e deduced that the fractal (box counting) dimension, D , was

2.02 ± 0.04. Previously, it was found that D of arc trails decreases

ith increasing magnetic field strength from two to unity. This

eans that the motion of arc spots changes from random ( D ∼2.0)

o linear ( D ∼1.0) for increasing magnetic field strength. As reported

y Kajita et al. [17] , a variation of the magnetic field from 0.02

o 0.2 T induced changes of D from 2 to 1.5, respectively. In the

resence of magnetic fields, the trail moves across the material

n the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field [18] . This ef-

ect is known as retrograde motion and it produces characteris-

ic dendrite-like tracks as explained by B. Jüttner et al. [19] . Based

n this analogy, it is suggested that breakdown in Fig. 3 occurred

ithout the existence of magnetic field. In other words, it would

ave taken place during glow discharge cleaning, which is per-

ormed in TCV primarily with a DC voltage of 500 V. However,

hen we focus on the bifurcated position of the trail ( Fig. 3 (c)),

t is seen that the trail spreads to various direction like treeing.

n the case of a strong magnetic field, bifurcated spots should also

ove in the same direction, as was shown in the case of JT-60U

16] . Thus, it is likely that the breakdown was initiated without

agnetic field. 

Previously, fatal damages were also observed on a diagnostic

irror for Thomson scattering diagnostics in JT-60U [20] . In the

T-60U case, the mirror was located outside the vacuum cham-

er. Since the mirror was electrically isolated, charge up processes

re necessary to initiate and sustain the breakdown, and possible
harge up mechanism on the surface was high energy photons or

adiations in the JT-60U case. In the present case, charge up can

ccur by the bombardment of charged particles. In the present

ase, as the Au layer of the mirror was grounded and not floating

s it should, the SiO surface can charge up (due to the ion bom-

ardment issued from the GDC) up to the point where the charges

ould be accumulated in the insulating layer and the field strength

ould exceed to initiate dielectric breakdown. A breakthrough can

hen occur from SiO to Au leading to these typical electrical tree-

ng phenomena. This was especially the case for the Au mirror; the

lamping part was not removed and below was either not damage

oating or large arcing in reference 18 . The breakdown phenom-

na ( Fig. 3 ) which covered the entire mirror started at the limit of

he clamps. The mirror was probably connected to the ground and

ith the SiO/Au/SiO during GDC, the SiO was charging up and with

his 500 V a breakthrough SiO occurred to the Au with leading to

hese electrical treeing phenomena. 

The Mo mirror was also measured in the same way: a higher

hickness gradient ( > 560 nm) between the closest position to the

lasma and the back of the mirror was calculated ( Fig. 5 a). The

hicker carbon film can be explained by the longer exposure time

n TCV and also the position with respect to the plasma. The reflec-

ivity measured by the spectrophotometer and the one calculated

y the Cauchy model as previously explained are not entirely the

ame especially in the near infrared region ( Fig. 5 ). Optical images

fter TCV exposure do not show the electrical treeing phenomena

bserved in Fig 3 . 
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A 20 h plasma cleaning was performed on the Au mirror us-

ing a H 2 /He gas mixture for a self-bias of −200 V. The specular

reflectivity (total minus diffuse) is plotted in Fig. 6 before and af-

ter cleaning. No measurement of the pristine Au mirror is avail-

able so in Fig. 6 (After) is displayed the reflectivity of Au with

15 nm SiO calculated using the optical constant of both materials.

Even though the reflectivity after cleaning is lower than the refer-

ence, the strong absorption at 350 nm is reproduced by the calcu-

lated reflectivity. An important point is the diffuse reflectivity after

cleaning which is 10% higher as plotted in Fig. 6 and gives this vi-

sual milky aspect after cleaning ( Fig. 6 ). After TCV exposure the

diffuse reflectivity was higher than 25% in the range 80 0–250 0 nm

( Fig. 6 ). After plasma cleaning, SEM or optical images (not shown

here) revealed the same unchanged pattern. Removal of the carbon

film by plasma cleaning did not change this phenomenon resulting

in an always high diffuse reflectivity. 

Optical images of the Mo mirror before plasma cleaning a), af-

ter 13h40 at −200 V b) and after 60h40 are displayed in Fig. 7 . The

last plasma cleaning cycle was with −250 V (169 W RF power). Vi-

sually after the first cleaning, the interference fringes changed due

to film thickness removal and later the mirror had a metallic as-

pect. Recovery of the reflectivity after the last cleaning is shown

in Fig. 8 , the pristine reflectivity measured by the manufacturer is

also plotted. In comparison, the Mo reflectivity calculated with the

Palik optical constant is displayed too. The diffuse reflectivity after

plasma cleaning was below 4% for the entire range. SEM images

(not shown here) after plasma cleaning revealed that the top sil-

icon oxide layer had peeled off. However, the diffuse reflectivity

was really low as this typical electrical treeing phenomenon was

not observed for this mirror on floating potential. 

6. Concluding remarks 

Plasma cleaning using RF directly applied to a metallic plate

to which the fused silica mirrors were attached demonstrated the

ability to remove the carbon deposits after TCV exposure. Reflec-

tivity measurements with a spectrophotometer compared to the

simulated reflectivity using a refractive index of 1.5 and a Cauchy

model for the aC:D gives good confidence in the estimated film

thickness. Due to the low sputtering yield of He and the low chem-

ical erosion of H leading to volatile molecules, a long cleaning time

was required with a self-bias of −200 V. Recovery of the reflectiv-

ity was not complete for the Au mirror mostly due to damage to

the surface by tokamak exposure i.e. breakdown phenomena typ-

ical for electrical treeing. A fractal dimension of 2 was calculated

for these breakdown phenomena which is typical for the random

motion of arc spot. 
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